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C19

No. Bridge

OS
Location Date

No. Bridge

OS
Location Date

C1

Abbot Holme Bridge

SD 649 908 17/18th C

C27 Lowgill PH Bridge

SD 616 964 17th C

C2

Ambleside Bridge House

NY 373 049 17th C

C28 Lowmill Bridge

NY 774 090 17th C

C3

Backbarrow Bridge

SD 355 849 17/18th C

C29 Middleton Bridge

SD 630 897 1670

th

C4

Barley Bridge

SD 470 987 17 C

C30 Millthrop Bridge

SD 661 914 17th C

C5

Birks Clapper Bridge

SD 413 918 17/18th C

C31 Monks Bridge

NY 622 149 17th C

C6

Boot Bridge

NY 177 012 17/18th C

C32 Monks (Roman) Bridge

NY 063 102 c1500

C7

Bowston Bridge

SD 498 966 17th C

C33 Nether Bridge

SD 517 919 17th C

C8

Calva Hall Bridge

NY 059 265 17th C

C34 Newby Bridge

SD 369 864 16th C

C9

Castle Bridge, Mallerstang NY 781 028 17th C

C35 Pasture Beck PH Bridge

NY 410 130 17th C

C10 Crook of Lune Bridge

SD 620 963 16th C

C36 Pelter Bridge

NY 366 060 17th C

C11 Crook PH Bridge

SD 412 943 17th C

C37 Pennington Devils Bridge

SD 257 796 17th C

C12 Devils Bridge (KL)

SD 616 782 1365

C38 Penny Bridge

SD 312 826 16th C

C13 Doctors Bridge

NY 189 007 17th C

C39 Priest Beck Bridge

NY 400 565 17th C

C14 Eamont Bridge

NY 522 288 1425

C40 Rais Beck Bridge

NY 637 065 17/18th C

C15 Elterwater Bridge

NY 328 048 1702

C41 Rosgill Bridge

NY 534 165 17th C

C16 Franks Bridge

NY 755 086 17th C

C42 Slaters Bridge

NY 312 030 17th C

C17 Furness Bow Bridge

SD 224 715 15th C

C43 Smaithwaite Bridge

NY 314 194 17/18th C

C18 Garsdale Bridge

SD 677 920 17th C

C44 Stainton PH Bridge

SD 524 859 17/18th C

C19 Grisdale Bridge

SD 768 939 17th C

C45 Stanegarth Bridge

NY 496 178 17/18th C

C20 High Beckfoot PH Bridge

SD 614 818 17th C

C46 Stramongate Bridge

SD 519 930 16/17th C

C21 High Sweden Bridge

NY 379 068 17th C

C47 Throstle Garth Bridge

NY 228 038 17th C

C22 Kirk Bridge

SD 745 896 17/18th C

C48 Ulpha Bridge

SD 198 930 17/18th C

C23 Lanercost Bridge

NY 553 633 1543/1724

C49 Warcop Bridge

NY 743 151 c1400

C24 Laverock Bridge

SD 536 952 17th C

C50 Waterhouses Clapper Br.

NY 713 109 17/18th C

C25 Levens Bridge

SD 496 852 17th C

C51 Willy Goodwaller Bridge

NY 322 087 17th C

C26 Lincolns Inn Bridge

SD 631 923 17th C

Information sheets are provided for all the bridges listed.
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C1. Abbot Holme Bridge crossing the River Dee, a tributary of the River Rawthay, and hence the River Lune, is
to be found on a narrow minor road which snakes through Sedbergh golf course. There is a single high segmental
arch spanning c12.7m with shaped longish voussoirs forming arch rings surmounted by hood moulds which are 2course stone slate arch-bands, taken away horizontally half way down the arch. There are large buttresses on
each bank. The fabric is roughly coursed rubble save for the rebuilt parapets which are ashlar. The bridge is
humped and narrow, with a carriageway width of only 2.1m. The Listing assigns a 17th century build-date, but
Jervoise prefers the late 18th century because of the decorative band; on balance I incline towards the earlier date,
not least because of the narrow carriageway, but I will class the bridge as 17/18th century. Access is good, though
photographs are really only obtainable from downstream, because of the trees upstream.
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C2. Ambleside Bridge House is beside Rydal
Road in Ambleside, and positioned above the
Stock Gyll which flows to the River Rothay, and
hence to Lake Windermere. The whole
structure is rubble built; the bridge is a
segmental arch spanning 4.5m, with single
flush arch rings of rough elongated voussoirs.
The building is 3m square, which of course
fixes the width of the bridge as c3m. The bridge
is generally thought to date from 1650, (though
the Listing suggests a few decades later) when
it gave access from a hall, to the left of the field
of view in the photograph, to an orchard. The
small building was originally a summer house,
then at one time a cobbler’s shop, and is now
a National Trust property, open to the public.
Access all round the bridge is very good.
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C3. Backbarrow Bridge carries an access
road from the A590 across the River Leven, into
part of the village of Backbarrow, to the northeast of Ulverston. The bridge fabric is rubble,
and the single arch which originally spanned
c7.8m, has a single flush ring of rough
voussoirs.

The upstream view

presented

alongside shows that the bridge has been
widened on this face, probably by c2.5m to give
a total width of 7.2m; the addition is a segmental
arch, and could date to c1800. The narrowing of the visible arch ring of the original bridge towards the crown
suggests that the shape was not preserved in the operation, as is confirmed when the bridge is viewed from
downstream as in the photograph below. The original arch is slightly pointed. A curious feature on this face is the
ledge above the arch which suggests that the parapets have been moved inwards at some stage changing the
alignment of the roadway slightly. The Listing suggests that the original bridge dates from the 17 th or 18th century,
and the fabric is compatible with that date-range, as is the original width. The arch shape may thus be something
of an anachronism. Access can be obtained all around the bridge, and the image created by the river cascading
through a narrow channel immediately upstream is quite spectacular. Unfortunately, the bridge may be living on
borrowed time, as recent flooding incidents, during which it has been ‘overtopped’, have been increased in severity
by water backing up behind it, and its replacement has been advocated.
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C4. Barley Bridge carries a minor road over
the River Kent on the northern outskirts of the
village of Staveley, to the north-west of Kendal.
The date of construction is uncertain, but there
is documentation indicating its poor condition in
the 17th and 18th centuries. There is no
suggestion that it was rebuilt rather than
repaired in that period, so I shall date it to the
early 17th century. However, the north face, the
only one which I was able to view, was
reconstructed in the 20th century. The postcard
shows the northern (upstream) face before the rebuild, and although the image is poor, it is possible to see that
the cutwater is capped below the top of the parapet, whereas the lower photograph shows that it now rises to a
pedestrian refuge. Another postcard feature is the irregularity of the eastern arch, a possible hint at some antiquity.
The fabric is slate rubble. The carriageway is recorded in the late 19th century as being 2.5m wide and the two
shallow segmental arches give an overall length of 15m, with the larger of them spanning 7.3m. The soffits as
seen in the photograph below, with the cemented portion to the north suggest that the bridge was widened at the
time of the reconstruction, perhaps to around 3.5m.
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C5. Birks Clapper Bridge crosses the River
Winster, beside a ford, and south of Winster
village and Windermere. It comprises the slabs
shown supported on the banks and by 3 rubble
pillars, leaving 4 near-rectangular channels for
water flow. The Listing dates the bridge to the
17/18th century, excluding the railings of
course, and the substantial wear and crazing
on the slab surfaces suggests considerable
age. I have no dimensional measurements but
the bridge could be c1m wide.
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C6. Boot Bridge, also known as Bleabeck
Bridge, carries an access road over the Whillan
Beck, a tributary of the River Esk, and is in the
hamlet of Boot, a few kilometres west of
Hardknott

Pass.

It

comprises

a

single

segmental arch of span 8.1m. The roadway is
1.8m wide between parapets just less than 1m
high, and has not been widened. The fabric is
of random rubble, and there are single flush
arch rings of roughly cut, narrow voussoirs. As
regards build-date, the Listing suggests early
18th century, but Hinchcliffe proposes that it
was on a route including nearby Doctor’s
Bridge which was probably built significantly
earlier; I shall stick with the catch-all 17/18th
century. Access is quite poor, and my own
photograph,

above,

does

not

show

the

configuration of the bridge so I have added the
lower postcard taken from the Cumbria
Gazetteer website, https://www.lakesguides.co.uk/html/lgaz/lgazfram.htm.
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C7. Bowston Bridge carries a minor road across the River Kent, in the hamlet of the same name, a few miles
north of Kendal. The rubble-built bridge comprises 2 segmental arches, of span, c9m, with a central pier, carrying
cutwaters on each face, larger to the north (upstream). There are flush single arch rings made from roughly shaped
voussoirs. The photograph below, taken from downstream shows clearly that the bridge has been widened, and
the assumption of various sources is that this was done at the north face, by perhaps a third from c5m originally.
The Listing assigns a 17th century origin to the bridge, and this is backed by records of its condition then, though
Saxton’s map of 1575 marks a bridge close to this point. My photograph, and all those I have been able to find are
taken from the south; it seems possible that this is actually the extension face, and that the original bridge was
actually 2.5m wide, compatible with a 17th century or even 16th century build date. I shall stick with the early 17th
century, but hope that a view of the north face will emerge. Access is fair, though the view from upstream is much
obstructed by trees, but I wish I had taken a photograph.
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C8. Calva Hall Bridge carries a footpath over
the River Marron, beside a farm steading, 6km
south-east of Workington. It is rubble-built with a
single slightly distorted segmental arch, with
single arch rings made up of shaped voussoirs
beneath hoodmoulds. According to Hinchcliffe,
the span is a remarkable 15m, the width of the
path at the crown is 1.1m, and the parapets here
are only 0.3m high. The bridge carries a datestone marked 1697, and there is no reason to
disbelieve that it was built then. The photograph was taken from the excellent Cumbria Gazetteer website.
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C9. Castle Bridge, Mallerstang crosses the
River Eden immediately north of Pendragon
Castle, 12km south of Kirkby Stephen. It carries
a minor road to the west of the B6259. The
original rubble bridge with a single segmental
arch spanning 9m is usually attributed to Lady
Anne Clifford in the 17th century. Then, it was a
footbridge of width 1.2m, but it is now 3.6m
wide. The view is from upstream, probably of
the extension, because the other face looks
rougher particularly as regards the single flush
arch rings.
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C10. Crook of Lune Bridge is a late medieval coursed rubble structure that is believed to have originated as a
packhorse or drover’s bridge for the movement of livestock southwards. Apart from a minor road, the bridge carries
a long distance walking route called the Dales Way and a branch of the cycle network across the River Lune. The
approach is by a narrow country lane which passes east under Lowgill Viaduct from the B6257 between Sedbergh
and Tebay. Although the construction date of the bridge is not documented, Jervoise notes that repairs were
recorded in 1702, in 1758, and again in 1817. The consensus seems to be that the bridge was built in the 16th
century or earlier, though it does not appear on Saxton’s 1575 map, and Jervoise remains silent on the matter. All
agree that the bridge in its setting is attractive, not least because the view is relatively unobstructed, and access is
easy enough assuming traffic is not met on the narrow approach lane. The bridge has two slightly asymmetric
segmental arches that span 29m, c13m each; each arch has single deep arch rings made of rough slate voussoirs,
slightly recessed, and climbs 3m from the supports to the centre. The single river pier has a pointed cutwater on
both upstream and downstream faces, with triangular tapers rising to below parapet level. There are curved wing
walls on each side, and they join relatively modern parapets. There are three rows of pointed stones like ‘teeth’
protruding from the face of the southeast wing wall, but their purpose is undetermined. The roadway is narrow with
a carriageway hardly 2m wide.
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C11. Crook Packhorse Bridge was identified
by Hinchcliffe as beside the B5074 road,
c400m north of the village of Winster, crossing
a small tributary of the River Winster. It has
been confused by some with nearby Winster
PH Bridge built in 1729, which is not relevant
here. Hinchcliffe states that the segmental
arch, comprising only the arch rings, spans
2.4m, and that the width is 1.8m, though the
Listing gives the latter dimension as 1.2m; I will
go with the wider estimate. As can be seen in
the photograph, there are no parapets and there is a grassy track. Both sources suggest the 17 th century as the
build date, and the photograph is compatible with that.
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C12. Devil’s Bridge, Kirkby Lonsdale over the River Lune is thought to have been built by the monks of St.
Mary’s Abbey, York, sometime around the year 1365, though documentation has been found dating an earlier
bridge here to 1275. Local legend attributes the bridge to ‘The Devil’, as indicated by the name, though there does
not seem to be a specific tale of its origins. Its three, almost semi-circular arches span 16.7m, 16.7m and 8.5m,
and are each supported on four un-chamfered ribs; the two larger river arches have three chamfered arch rings in
three orders. The bridge fabric is ashlar, with a string course below the parapets. The cutwaters are rounded above
the bridge piers and rise to provide refuges. The masonry parapet curves outwards around these as well as at the
peak of each arch, giving an undulating line to the structure. The bridge’s height from river to parapet is 13.7m.
The roadway on the bridge is only 3.6m wide, but it was part of the A65 trunk road from Kendal to Skipton until
bypassed in 1932. The magnificent old bridge is easily accessed and viewed from all directions, and is a noted
tourist attraction, though worryingly the craze for tombstoning has here had fatal results, the river bed is rocky.
The upper photograph shows the downstream elevation; that below is taken from upstream.
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C13. Doctors Bridge is down a lane to the
south of the road leading east to Hardknott
Pass, and itself east of the nearest village,
Boot. As can be seen in the lower photograph,
it is a rubble-built bridge with one segmental
arch and spans the River Esk. There are single
flush arch rings made up of roughly shaped
elongated

voussoirs.

The

photograph

alongside shows the junction in the soffits
resulting from the widening of the bridge
upstream (to the north), so the downstream
face shown below is original. The span is c9m,
and as built, the bridge trackway was 1.8m
wide, increased in 1734 to just less than 3m
wide. This operation was initiated by a surgeon
to allow passage of his horse and trap, hence
the name of the bridge. The structure is fairly
confidently dated to the 17th century, and often referred to as a packhorse bridge. Access is good, though tree
growth must obstruct the view considerably in summer.
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C14. Eamont Bridge carries the A6 over the
River Eamont, the outflow from Ullswater which
joins the River Eden at Temple Sowerby. The
medieval bridge was built in 1425, and has a
total length of 35m; it is marked on Saxton’s
1575 map. The fabric is dressed grey
sandstone with alterations of dressed red
sandstone. It is a narrow, slightly humped-back,
bridge with 3 segmental arches, each of span
9m; the soffits were originally supported by 4
ribs but with widening there are now 6. There
are double arch-rings in two orders, but
unusually for a bridge of its period, neither arch
rings nor ribs are chamfered. The photograph, above, shows these features, with the original ribs to the left. The
bridge must originally have been just less than 4m wide, but was widened to almost 6m at the beginning of the 20th
century. The exercise was performed on the downstream face, original masonry was re-used, and care was taken
to preserve as much as possible of the original form of the bridge, though the parapet was partly rebuilt in red
sandstone. There are two heavy piers with cutwaters splayed outwards, and continued up to form pedestrian
refuges. Although a car may have to be left some distance away, access around this attractive bridge is good; the
photograph below shows the medieval aspect from upstream, and attention is drawn to the squinch, to the left
where the bridge carriageway splays outwards.
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C15. Elterwater Bridge carries a minor road
over the Great Langdale Beck which drains by
way of the River Rothay into Lake Windermere.
It is in the village of the same name, a few
kilometres west of Ambleside. The photograph
alongside most likely shows the original face,
though the parapets are a later addition. The
bridge has a single shallow segmental arch
spanning c9m, and is rubble built; there are
single flush arch rings made from narrow
roughly cut voussoirs. The roadway is now c6m
wide between low parapets, but the photograph
below, taken from downstream, shows that it
has been rather more than doubled in width
from c2.5m, with tie bars holding it together. It
was built to replace an older bridge in 1702, so
scrapes into the compendium on the grounds that it was probably being built in 1700, and perhaps some older structure
survives. Access is good, though better downstream.
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C16. Franks Bridge, also known as Corpse Lane Bridge, spans the River Eden, immediately east of Kirkby
Stephen town centre. It has two arches, the slightly larger one to the east is segmental and spans 9m, but that to
the west has is near horizontal where it meets the abutment. The fabric is coursed rubble and the two faces are
plain, with single flush arch rings made up of shaped voussoirs. The central pier has small cutwaters on each face
which taper to give a line of contact with the spandrel. The footway is just less than 1.5m wide. The Listing assigns
a 17th century construction date to the bridge, on the basis of some documentary evidence, and I go along with that
though there is no strong backing from the appearance. Its alternative name indicates that it was once a route by
which the dead were brought to Kirkby Stephen for burial. Access is good; the view below is from upstream.
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C17. Furness Bow Bridge is close to Parkhouse Road in the northern outskirts of Barrow in Furness, and crosses
a stream called Mill Beck which flows on through the ruins of nearby Furness Abbey. It comprises 3 semi-circular
arches of similar dimensions (c2.2m) giving a total span of 7.5m. The width of the track is now 2.4m, and there
are no parapets. The bridge which is built of coursed rubble with a mix of red sandstone and grey limestone is in
poor repair, and the single arch rings, which presumably were flush, have been left to protrude on two of the arches
on the downstream face which is shown in the photograph below. The bridge is normally dated to the 15th century,
though it could have been built earlier. It is a matter for speculation as to why it was built with 3 small arches, as its
role was presumably more functional in bringing goods to the rich medieval abbey, than ceremonial. Access is very
good around the bridge.
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C18. Garsdale Bridge crosses the Clough
River, a tributary of the River Rawthay which in
turn flows into the River Lune; it is two miles
east of Sedbergh on a very narrow lane which
leads south from the A683. As the downstream
view shows, the arch of span c10m has a form
which is 3-centred on relatively high imposts.
This downstream face appears newer with a
single flush arch ring of smoothly shaped
voussoirs, whereas sandstone rubble makes
up the rest of the bridge. My own more
obstructed view from upstream, the lower
photograph, shows a double arch ring of coarser
construction, and apparently a less regular arch
shape. The junction in the soffits makes it clear that the bridge has been widened but only to 2.5m wide, from an
original width of c1.5m. Jervoise asserts that ‘most of the bridges on Clough River are modern’ but I think this is
an exception as I would date it in its unwidened form to the 17th century.
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C19. Grisdale Bridge crosses the Grisdale
Beck in an isolated valley, 11km east of
Sedbergh. As can be seen in the photograph,
taken

from

the

Old

Cumbria

Gazetteer

Website, it comprises a single segmental arch
which spans c4m. The single flush arch ring is
made up of roughly shaped voussoirs, which on
one side of the bridge are actually made of 2
short pieces. It is clear that some of the rubblebuilt structure has collapsed, so although there are now only vestigial kerbs, there may once have been parapets.
The track across the bridge is c2.5m wide. The Listing dates the bridge to the 17 th century, and I accept that. In
spite of the dilapidation and slight distortion of the arch, the structure appears sufficiently robust to stand for some
time yet. It seems more likely to have been built to give access, than as part of a packhorse route.
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C20. High Beckfoot Packhorse Bridge across the Barbon Beck sits alongside a ford, and leads only into a
farmyard about 6 miles south of Sedbergh. It has a single shallow segmental arch of span 7.2m. The fabric is
random rubble, and the irregularity of the voussoirs, seen in the single flush arch rings, and the generous quantity
of mortar in the arch are obvious features. The track-way is narrow with a width of 0.7m, and the parapets,
surmounted by stapled coping stones, are only 0.65m high. There is a reference to the bridge being ruinous in
1725, so making two reasonable assumptions it should probably be dated to the 17th century; the first is that it will
probably have taken some time to deteriorate to that extent, and the second is that what we see with its
irregularities and general rough-ness is more likely to have resulted from extensive repairs, than a complete rebuild
in the 18th century. Access is good, at least downstream.
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C21. High Sweden Packhorse Bridge carries
a track over the Scandale Beck, 1½km north of
Ambleside. The coarsely- built rubble bridge
has a single stilted arch, best described as 3centred, if distorted, spanning 4.2m. The arch
is made up of a single layer of stones, selected
rather than shaped. There are no parapets and
the bridge is 1.7m wide. The usual sources
agree that the bridge probably dates to the 17th
century. The photograph taken from the British
Express website is a view from downstream.
Low Sweden Bridge also crosses the Scandale
Beck, c1km north of Ambleside; it has a single
segmental arch carrying a road c3m wide. The
photograph comes from a website called onefoot.com,

and

is

presented

with

some

hesitation as its labelling is confusing, but I
have seen no other like-photograph. The usual
sources assign the bridge to the 17th century,
and state that it is similar in construction to
High Sweden Bridge. That is manifestly not the case, if indeed the photograph is of the bridge in question, as it is
a far more robust structure, which I will assign to the 17/18th century.
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C22. Kirk Bridge carries the A684 over Clough River, at the west end of the village of Garsdale, some 3 miles
south-east of Sedbergh. The Listing dates it to the late 17th or early 18th century, and I will retain it in the 17/18th
century category. It was more than doubled in width to the west (upstream) in 1834 (the date on the top of the
north-west abutment); perhaps it was originally c2.5m wide. The fabric is coursed limestone and sandstone rubble,
with a parapet coping of large flat-topped blocks. There is a segmental arch with rough-cut voussoirs arrayed in
single flush arch rings, and a chamfered straight stone slate string-course; a squinch is at the north- west corner,
and the parapets splay outwards at both ends. An axial joint in the soffit of the arch defines the original eastern
portion and indicates that it was very narrow. Major repairs in 1995 included partial rebuilding of the west face,
insertion of a reinforced concrete saddle under the carriageway, rebuilding the abutments spandrels on the east
face with concrete blocks and rubble facing, and replacement of parts of the string course and parapet on the east
face with re-used stone. Access is reasonable, though it is difficult to see the underside of the arch, and the
evidence of widening when shrubs are in leaf. The view below is from downstream (east) showing as much as
remains of the original bridge, with the extension visible in the soffits.
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C23. Lanercost Bridge carried a minor road from Brampton to Lanercost Priory over the River Irthing until it was
bypassed in 1962. Jervoise described the ashlar bridge as magnificent, and it lives up to that praise, uncommon
from him. It comprises 2 arches each spanning 20m, giving a bridge length of 46m. Those arches are at first sight
segmental, but observers have suggested that they might be described as four-centred instead. This is evidence
of possible 16th century origins, and the triple arch rings in three orders hint at a similar date; this is supported by
the appearance here of a bridge on Saxton’s map of 1575. The two large triangular cutwaters, upstream and
downstream are carried up to carriageway level to provide refuges, and the width between the parapets is 3m.
The central pier sits on an island. There is a plaque above the cutwater on the upstream face which carries in
Roman numerals the date 1543, puzzlingly the date of suppression of the nearby priory, while a much more recent
plaque states with certainty that the bridge was rebuilt in 1724. So there is something of a conundrum about the
age of the bridge; many of the design features referred to above support the earlier date, and it would be surprising
if a large bridge was rebuilt only 3m wide at the later date. The appearance of the fabric gives little guidance, but
there is documentary evidence that the bridge was seriously dilapidated in the early years of the 18 th century.
Nonetheless, I am fairly convinced that we now see a refurbished Tudor bridge, rather than a complete rebuild,
which would be something of a pastiche. Access is reasonable though some culling of trees and shrubs would
greatly improve views of the bridge.
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C24. Laverock Bridge takes a minor road
across the River Mint, a tributary of the River
Kent, just to the north-east of Kendal. The
rubble-built bridge has a pronounced crown,
and spans c9.5m. Originally the bridge trackway was 1.5m wide, but that dimension has
been increased to 3.75m, by effectively
building another bridge downstream, to the
right in the photograph of the soffits alongside,
which is taken from the Cumbria Gazetteer
website. Unfortunately, I could not gain access
to view the original bridge in elevation, i.e. from
upstream nor apparently, has anyone else
posted such a photograph on the internet. So, I
present a view of the new downstream face,
which at least demonstrates that the single arch
is segmental, and that the old and new bridges have been tied together; I confirm that the original bridge had single
flush arch rings of roughly shaped voussoirs. Jervoise provides evidence that the bridge existed in the late-17th
century, but it looks unlikely to be much older than that, though a bridge is marked in its neighbourhood on Saxton’s
map of 1575.
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C25. Levens Bridge carries the A6 over the
River Kent, about 6½km south of Kendal,
adjacent to Levens Hall. Jervoise refers to the
bridge having been widened from 3 to 5.4m by
his time, in the 1920s, with measurements
taken from parish records. The document
concerned implies that the widening was
upstream, i.e. on the right in the upper
photograph, but it would fit the image better if
the change was from 2.4 to 5.4m, and I
assume that to be the case. The third
widening, again upstream, later in the 1920s has produced the bridge visible now. The fabric is limestone rubble,
and the double flush arch rings are roughly cut. The two arches are segmental, of spans 15.8m and 14.4m,
separated by a large pier of breadth 3.4m; the bridge rises to a central crown. The pier carries cutwaters which
are carried up to very shallow rectangular refuges; the older downstream cutwater is more prominent. There are
references to decay of the bridge, and repairs, in the first few years of the 18th century, so it is reasonable to date
it to the 17th century, but no earlier, as the medieval crossing, shown on Saxton’s map of 1575 seems to be further
downstream. The best viewing point is on the entry drive to Levens Hall, which hopefully does not require serious
trespass.
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C26. Lincoln’s Inn Bridge over the River Lune carries the A684 road between the M6 and Sedbergh, and
probably dates from the 17th century, though it has been repaired and modified at various times from 1780 onwards.
The fabric is mostly mixed random rubble, with parapets of coursed rubble, though the upstream cutwater has
been replaced unsympathetically with an ashlar structure. The bridge comprises two low segmental arches of
unequal span. The larger spans c17.4m, with double rough-cut arch rings in two orders, springing from a pier nearer
to the west bank of the river, which has triangular cutwaters upstream and downstream carried up as buttresses.
The parapets to the longer eastern arch are near-horizontal, those to the shorter western arch slope downwards.
The carriageway is only 3.5m wide. The name derives from a hostelry which is now a farm building on the western
side of the bridge. Access is quite difficult, both as regards finding a safe parking spot, and gaining an unobstructed
view from river level. The upper view is from downstream, the lower from upstream.
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C27. Lowgill Packhorse Bridge is in the
shadow of a disused railway viaduct, just south
of the M6, north-west of Sedbergh. It crosses
Deep Beck, a small tributary of the River Lune,
and comprises a low segmental arch, formed
by single arch rings of narrow irregular
voussoirs. It is difficult to estimate dimensions
but the grassy track, without parapets, which it
carries may be c3m wide. It is classed as 17th
century by the usual authorities, and the
photograph was taken by Mr. Taylor.
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C28. Lowmill Bridge carries a minor road across the River Eden towards the hamlet of Hartley, to the east of
Kirkby Stephen. It has two shallow segmental arches, spanning c7.5m, each with single deep arch rings, and
smooth soffits. The fabric is coursed squared rubble, and the central pier carries cutwaters on each face, which
taper to a point below the parapet. There are horizontal stone bands on each face, extending across both arches
below the rebuilt parapets. It is narrow, less than 3m wide, and un-widened, though still in use. The Listing assigns
a 17th century date to the bridge, but Jervoise was unaware of it; I accept the 17th century dating, mainly on the
basis of the width. Access is good, though shrubby trees impede the view, especially from downstream. The bridge
in its setting is grey and unprepossessing, not least because of the industrial yards around it. The photograph
below was taken from upstream.
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C29. Middleton Bridge carries the A684 between Sedbergh and Kirkby Lonsdale across the River Rawthey just
short of its confluence with the River Lune. The date ‘1670’ is carved on a stone set in the parapet, and this has
been generally accepted as the construction date of the bridge. In 1911, the bridge was strengthened; at the same
time the parapets were rebuilt with rounded coping and rather unsightly square refuges were corbelled out at the
centre of each face, as can be seen in the photograph taken from downstream. The fabric is mixed random rubble,
and the bridge comprises one wide segmental arch with rubble voussoirs forming double arch rings, separated by
hoodmoulds, a very unusual configuration. The carriageway is just over 3m wide, and the arch span is 18.6m,
though it looks less, probably because of its height. Access to view the bridge as a whole is not easy, though there
is parking available nearby.
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C30. Millthrop Bridge links Sedbergh to the
village of Millthrop across the River Rawthey, a
tributary of the River Lune. The fabric is random
rubble, and there are 2 segmental arches of
unequal span, the larger to the south spanning
c10m. The voussoirs are irregular, and set in a
sort of double arch ring arrangement, both of
which are recessed below an equally irregular
hood mould shown alongside. The central pier
carries 2 large triangular cutwaters; that
upstream is tapered off below parapet level, the
one downstream rises to give a refuge at
carriageway level. The bridge is narrow, only
2.7m wide between the parapets, and has
never been widened. The Listing suggests a
17th century build-date, though the parapets are
more modern. The bridge can be seen from the road, downstream, though I failed to find the access to river level
that enabled the picture below to be taken from upstream.
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C31. Monks Bridge carries a minor road over
the Lyvennet Beck, a tributary of the River
Eden, at the north end of the village of Crosby
Ravensworth.

The

bridge

comprises

2

segmental arches, each spanning 5.4m. The
fabric is coursed squared rubble; the single
arch rings comprising shaped voussoirs are set
back under hood moulds. There are large
cutwaters on the central pier, and they are cut
off just below the low parapets. As is obvious
from the view of the soffits alongside, the bridge
has been widened at the downstream face with
cement applied for some reason to the soffits; it is currently 4m wide, and was originally 2.3m wide. Care was
taken to reproduce the design features of the original bridge, but the stonework is newer; perhaps the widening
took place in the 19th century. The view below shows the upstream face. There is documentary evidence of the
bridge, existing in 1702, so it reasonable to attribute it to the second half of the 17 th century. The white tubular rails
add little to the appearance and it would be best to keep them freshly painted. Access is good around the bridge.
A tributary of the Lyvennet Beck flows through the centre of the village, and there are at least two other interesting
bridges to be seen there, though they probably date from the 18th century, so are not considered here.
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C32. Monks (Roman) Bridge, which carries a
track over the River Calder, has a plethora of
names, including ‘High Wath Bridge’ and
‘Mattie Benn’s Bridge’. It is to be found a few
miles east of Egremont, though access is most
conveniently obtained by way of a minor road
which runs north-east from Calder Bridge. It
comprises one pointed, rather un-symmetrical
arch spanning 7.2m. The fabric is sandstone
rubble, and there are single flush arch rings of
elongated roughly shaped voussoirs. Above
the arch rings are a single layer of blocks which
alternately protrude beyond the edge of the
bridge, giving it a dentate appearance. The
track itself is grassed and 1.2m wide; there are no parapets, as can be seen in the upper photograph. The
appearance of the bridge, and of course, its name points to origins in the 16 th century, though it is 5km from the
Calder Abbey with which it might be linked, and its rough character is not in keeping with religious origins. The
Listing states it is more likely to have been built in the 17/18 th century, but its shape would be a rare departure in
the region, if that were the case. On balance I will go with the earlier date, 16 th C, but attribute some features to
later modification. Access is by a walk along a track, eastwards for about a kilometre, but my photographs
disappointed because of foliage, so I have used a photograph taken from the ’Visit Cumbria’ website.
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C33. Nether Bridge, Kendal carried the A65
road over the River Kent to Kirkby Lonsdale,
though it is now part of the Kendal town centre
one-way system, along with Stramongate
Bridge. Nether Bridge has three segmental
arches in a length of 42m, with the largest arch
spanning c13.5m. There are double arch-rings,
flush to the face of the bridge, and there are
large cutwaters, upstream and downstream,
faced with fairly small irregularly shaped
stones. The width between the parapet walls is
now 9m, and each arch is reinforced with a
wrought iron tie bar near the crown. The bridge
is faced with irregular rough stonework. The
four bridge cutwaters are carried up to parapet level only as triangular engaged pillars, and the two trapezoidalshaped pedestrian refuges with low rough stone seats either side of the deck, are unconnected to them, an unusual
feature. The bridge has undergone considerable modification since its 17th century construction. Originally its width
was 3.5m, but it has been widened twice, and three stages of construction can be seen clearly under the central
arch, as in the photograph above. The first widening took place downstream in 1772, when the bridge became part
of a turnpike road; this work was destroyed by flood only a few weeks after completion, and the bridge was
subsequently widened upstream instead. A second widening on the upstream face took place in 1908. The stages
are marked by the shift from random rubble on the downstream segment of the soffits, to more regular squared
rubble, to regular ashlar blocks, as shown. There is an old ford beside the bridge. Both photographs were taken
from upstream.
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C34. Newby Bridge carries a minor road over the River Leven, the main outflow from Lake Windermere. The date
of construction is uncertain, though repairs are recorded in the 17 th century; as with many bridges in the region
there are few definite clues in the appearance. My view is that the window between 1550 and 1650 is most likely
based on appearance, but its appearance on the Saxton map of 1575, pushes my estimate into the early part of
the period, and I record it as 16th century. The fabric is stone rubble with limestone coping, and the aspect is
humped. There are 5 segmental arches stepped up to the centre, with single flush arch rings formed from very
irregular roughly shaped voussoirs; the triangular cutwaters are extended upwards to form refuges at both faces.
In total the bridge is 48m long, with the 3 larger central arches spanning c8.5m and piers of breadth c2.8m. The
bridge is 4.5m wide and has not been widened. Access is easy on the north bank, from where it can be seen that
the bridge is unusually plain which mitigates against its being impressive, and confirms a dating in the latter half
of the 16th century.
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C35. Pasture Beck Bridge is also called Hartsop Bridge after the village in which it crosses Pasture Beck, just
east of the A592, south of Ullswater. The main features are shown in the photograph below; it comprises a
segmental arch built of random rubble, with single flush arch rings made of long narrow voussoirs, selected rather
than shaped. There are no parapets but metal rails are attached to the bridge faces, rather than embedded at the
edges of the trackway; they are obviously a fairly modern addition. According to Hinchcliffe, the span is 4.5m, and
I estimate the hard-packed track width to be c3m. All sources agree that the bridge has been widened, but the
soffits do not provide wholly convincing evidence, not least because they can only be viewed from upstream, such
is the obstruction by vegetation downstream. However it may be that the widening took place upstream where the
stonework is more regular, and increased the width by 150%. If this is so the trackway was originally only c1.2m
wide. There seems to general agreement that the bridge dates from the 17th century, and that it lay on a packhorse
route. Access is easy if limited, and the scene is picturesque.
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C36. Pelter Bridge crosses the River Rothay
in Rydal north-west of Ambleside beside the
A591. It is built of coursed rubble, and
comprises a river arch, which may span close
to 10m, together with 2 flood arches, some
distance from the right bank, to the left of the
frame of the photograph, which is a view from
downstream. One is segmental, the other
rectangular, and they may be later additions. On the main arch, there are single flush arch rings made up of narrow,
irregularly shaped voussoirs. The roadway is 3.8m wide, and the bridge does not appear to have been widened.
It appears in 18th century prints, though at least one artist showed it as a flimsier and higher arch in profile; artistic
licence I presume. It is likely to have been built in the late 17th century.
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C37. Pennington Devils Bridge is beside a minor road which runs between two reservoirs, Pennington and
Harlock, a few miles west of Ulverston. Hinchcliffe provides dimensions, giving the span of the semi-circular arch
over a small stream as 4.5m, the width of the grassy trackway as 1.7m, and the height of the vestigial parapets as
0.25m. The arch comprises two deep rings of irregularly shaped, narrow voussoirs at the faces. There are no
parapets. The bridge is remarkably robust given its small size. Apparently, the stream was sunk into a culvert
below the road about 70 years ago, until then, the bridge was alongside a ford. Dating such bridges is nearly
always difficult, but Hinchcliffe associates the bridge with the packhorse transport of lead to Furness Abbey, so
the route on which it lies dates back to medieval times. I am sure the bridge is not as old as that, but it could have
been a rebuild of the 17th century. Access is good to view the downstream face, at least, though the bridge is not
easy to spot.
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C38. Penny Bridge carries a minor road,
leading from the A5092 over the River Crake,
on the northern outskirts of Ulverston; (its
location is wrongly marked on the maps on the
Listed Building site). The bridge comprises 2
similar

shallow

segmental

river

arches,

perhaps spanning c6m each, and a smaller
flood arch to the west, which is also segmental;
the piers are very broad. The photograph
alongside, taken from downstream, shows that
the bridge has been widened on that face to the
present 7.5m, though the addition looks nearer 3m, than the 2m stated by the Pastscape website. As can be seen
the soffits of the original bridge were of random rubble like the remainder of the bridge, whereas they are of coursed
rubble in the extension. On both faces there are recessed arch rings made of dressed voussoirs, beneath hood
moulds, and small cutwaters are capped well below the crowns of the arches. The parapets are of rubble with
unusual copings of angled vertical tiles, and are almost certainly a relatively late addition. There is documentary
evidence that a bridge was built in the late 16th century, and there is no reason to doubt that this is the structure,
which can be seen from upstream now; the widening operation took place around the year 1800. The Listing implies
a more comprehensive rebuild but the appearance of the soffits contradicts that suggestion. Access is reasonable,
and the photograph below shows the original upstream face.
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C39. Priest Beck Bridge, Carlisle occupied a site c25m east of the present Eden Bridge, just to the north of the
centre of the city. Wooden bridges over the River Eden are documented from the early 12th century, and there is
a fairly continuous record extending to the 16th century. In 1571 there is reference to breaches in the right bank,
short-circuiting a bend in the river to the south, an oxbow. This is the appearance of Priest Beck, and references
thereafter are to 2 bridges, crossing 2 channels of the River Eden. In the early 17th century, wooden bridges were
replaced with stone bridges by an act of 1601. For reasons which will become clear, the focus is on that to the
north, crossing Priest Beck, which comprised 4 flat segmental (elliptical) arches, each spanning 18m, as shown in
the print made in the early 19th century. The view looks south, and the 9-arch bridge spanning the original single
river channel can be seen, as can the cathedral and castle. Hogg, whose paper of 1952 provides much of the
information presented here, suggests that the carriageway width was 5m. The piers, which have cutwaters
upstream and downstream, which rise to provide 6 refuges, might be 3.9m in breadth. The fabric is ashlar and there
are double flush arch rings made of dressed voussoirs. As time passed the proportion of water passing under this
bridge increased, until the southern branch of the river, once the main stream, became little more than a muddy
ditch. In the early 19th century, Thomas Telford recommended that the Priest Beck channel should be widened, the
southern channel blocked off and filled in, and that both existing bridges should be demolished. He designed a 5arch bridge to cross Priest Beck, which had become the River Eden, though the one built a few years later, which
stands now, was designed by Robert Smirke. I have included Priest Beck Bridge because the lower part of one
pier does survive, though I admit that the interest in the developments has outweighed a rather tenuous justification
for inclusion in a compendium of standing bridges.
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C40. Rais Beck Bridge carries a path over the
Rais Beck, a tributary of the River Lune, and is
near to Fawcett Mill, north-east of Tebay. As
can be seen in the lower photograph, it
comprises one segmental arch spanning 7.2m;
the fabric is rubble and there are single flush
arch rings, made up of roughly shaped
voussoirs which vary considerably in size. The
upper photograph shows the cobbled pathway,
grass-grown and c1.9m wide; there are no
parapets.

Hinchcliffe,

who

supplied

the

dimensions which look correct though they
differ markedly from those given in the Listed
Building site, also suggested that the bridge
could be associated with the nearby 18th
century mill, or on a longer distance path.
Neither this information, nor the appearance of
the bridge allows a definitive statement about
the age of the bridge so it is best classed as
17/18th century. The bridge is on a site enclosed by a wall, but can easily be seen from outside; whether there are
in fact rights of public access to quite a picturesque bridge is unclear.
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C41. Rosgill Bridge carries a minor road over
the River Lowther, several kilometres northwest of Shap in Cumbria. It comprises 3
segmental arches, each around 10.5m in span
carrying a roadway which is slightly less than
3m wide. The fabric is rough coursed rubble
save that the soffits of the arch to the southwest are ashlar. This arch differs from the
others in having stone parapets rather than the
arrangement shown alongside on the central
arch involving wooden palings. There are two
very large triangular cutwaters on each face
which rise to give refuges which are almost as
deep as the bridge is wide. The Listing
suggests that the bridge may have been
widened at some time, but there is no evidence of that in the soffits. Overall, the bridge is very robust with large
piers resting on concrete plinths and heavy abutments; the single flush arch rings are the only decoration. It is
dated to the late 17th century, but I would suggest that the south-western arch, which is now the main river arch, is
at least a century newer. Access is good around the bridge.
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C42. Slaters Bridge carries a path over the
River Brathay in Little Langdale; it is 5½km
west of Ambleside. The top and bottom
photographs show the overall configuration,
with a segmental arch crossing the largest
branch of the river to an island, with two clapper
bridges leading across two smaller branches to
the other bank, a total distance of 22.5m. The
middle

photograph

shows

the

crude

construction of the arch with voussoirs which
appear almost randomly chosen and project
well above the pathway; the span is 4.5m, and
the overall width, 1.2m. The metal rails are not
continuous, and though

this

has

safety

implications it actually fits well with the rest of
the rough construction. The larger clapper
bridge spans c1.5m, and both of them vary in
width; the slate slabs which form the walkway
reducing at points to only 0.5m wide. The usual
sources state that the bridge(s), built to give
access to slate quarries, (hence the name of
the bridge), date to the 17th century, and the
form of construction may support this, though it
demonstrates remarkable, as it happens,
justified, confidence in what will be able to
stand long-term. There is surely no other bridge
like in Great Britain.
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C43. Smaithwaite Bridge is a footbridge over
St. John’s Beck, now the outflow from
Thirlmere Reservoir, which drains eventually
into the Derwent River; it is beside the A591,
6km south-east of Keswick. As can be seen in
the photograph, the bridge is in 3 parts, namely
the original rubble-built segmental arch at the
centre, and 2 simple wooden structures
between it and the river banks. It seems that
the stream was smaller before the reservoir
was opened in 1894, and rather than beginning anew, the existing bridge was extended. That bridge has a span of
4.5m, with single roughly shaped arch rings, and little stonework above them. It is 3m wide without parapets.
Hinchcliffe links the bridge to packhorse routes which would have been in use during the 17th century, but the
bridge is probably best included in the catch-all, 17/18th century category.
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C44. Stainton Packhorse Bridge crosses St. Sundays Beck which after name changes and junctions with other
streams flows into the River Kent. It is just downstream of a ford in the centre of the village from which it takes its
name, a few kilometres south of Kendal,. There is a single segmental arch with single flush arch rings, and the
bridge has a pronounced crown. The fabric is lime-stone rubble, coursed in places, with both the voussoirs and low
parapets very roughly cut. The pathway is just over 1m wide, and the parapets are around 0.75m high; the span
is 5.4m. The Listing dates the bridge to the 17th century, but it could have been built as much as a century later,
hence my placing it in the 17/18th century category. Access to the bridge itself is good, but obtaining good
photographs is nearly impossible because it is surrounded by private properties and the banks of the stream are
overgrown.

There are at least two other interesting old bridges in and around the village; they are also assigned to the 17th
century by the Pastscape site, though I have some doubts about that in both cases. One is very unusual, with two
rectangular channels flanking a low segmental arch, and with a single cutwater, whereas the other comprises a
single segmental arch with flush arch-rings typical of the area. Both are shown below.
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C45. Stanegarth Bridge crosses the Cawdale
Beck, which feeds water eventually to the River
Eamont; it is in open country, 6½km north-west
of Shap. As can be seen in the photograph, it
has a single shallow segmental arch made from
roughly-shaped voussoirs in single arch rings.
According to Bray, the span is 4.5m and the
bridge is 2m wide with no parapets. He
suggests that it was built in the 17th century,
which may be fair enough on stylistic grounds,
though there is no documentary backing. It
cannot be linked with the transport needs of
any development in that period, which makes the dating even more tenuous than for other bridges in the region,
so I will push it into the 17/18th century category. Recent attention has been given to the trackway, so the bridge
must fulfil a present local need.
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C46. Stramongate Bridge, Kendal carries the
A6 over the River Kent near the centre of
Kendal. I can justify its inclusion on grounds of
interest, but struggle to point to visible medieval
features. The original bridge, dating from the
14th century, is presumably that described by
Leland as having 8 or 9 arches, and a bridge
here is shown on Saxton’s map of 1575.
However, what can be seen now is a structure
with 4 shallow segmental arches, spanning
c12m each, and with the broad piers adding up
to a length of just less than 60m. Jervoise
suggested that other arches may remain but
that they have been buried. The other
possibility is that a new bridge was erected later in the 16th century. In any case, the bridge, as seen from upstream
or downstream is not a medieval bridge, because after efforts to knock it down in the early 1790s were defeated
by its robustness, it was widened on either face by building new bridges alongside. The original width cannot have
exceeded 3m. It is only when viewed from below, as in the photograph above, that the original configuration and
dimensions can be guessed at, though the application of cement has unfortunately covered any surviving medieval
masonry. It is retained on account of its retaining a pre-1700 configuration.
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C47. Throstle Garth Bridge, is also known as
Lincove Bridge, for the tributary of the River
Esk, which it crosses. I removed this bridge as
a modern reconstruction, but it may be, that
though refurbished in the late 1920s, an
original bridge still stands. Certainly the soffits
suggest as much. The loose rubble packing
looks newer, but the single arch rings of
irregular voussoirs could be original. The
bridge spans 6.3m, and is 1.2m wide between
low kerbs. Dating is difficult, but it could be in
the 17/18th century category.
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C48. Ulpha Bridge carries a road called Sella
Brow over the River Duddon, to the south of
England’s highest peak, Scafell Pike. The
rubble-built bridge comprises 3 segmental
arches, though the middle one is substantially
distorted, giving a total bridge length of c28m.
The river arch, that to the west, spans c9m, and
the other two are flood arches though the
ground beneath them is high enough to make it
seem likely that they will function in that role,
rarely. They all have single flush arch rings
made up of elongated roughly cut voussoirs, of
variable length. On the south face, downstream, photographed below there is a partial upper arch ring on the
central arch. The bridge is c4m wide between the parapets, and the view of the soffits taken from upstream makes
it clear that it has been widened at that face, and there is a suggestion that it might have happened twice. There
is no sign of widening of the flood arches. Also, all the arch rings on the north (upstream) face differ from those on
the south face of the river arch in that the former have especially long voussoirs interspersed with shorter ones. It
seems possible that originally the bridge was a hump-backed structure with one arch c2m wide, and that in one
step or two it was provided with the two additional arches which flattened and widened it. The Listing dates it to
the 17th or 18th century, and I have no reason to differ. Access is better to the south, downstream, and the bridge in
its fine setting deservedly draws visitors.
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C49. Warcop Bridge is the only surviving
medieval

bridge

over

the

River

Eden.

Constructed of red sandstone, largely coursed,
squared, rubble where the original fabric
survives, it carries a minor road from the south
side of Warcop village towards the hamlet of
Bleatarn. Spanning 37m in total, and with a
carriageway width of 3.3m, the bridge has three
segmental arches, each of span 9m and rising
2.4m. Each arch rests on four unchamfered
ashlar ribs, the outer ones being recessed on
either side of the bridge, as shown in the
photograph

alongside,

so

giving

the

impression that there are double arch rings in
two orders, though actually there are only single flush arch rings. Upstream and downstream there are pointed
cutwaters made of tooled ashlar, which become three-sided refuges at deck level. The two river piers are more
than 3m in width. There are four simple rectangular waterspouts at each side of the bridge to drain surface water.
Maintenance of a bridge here is recorded in 1374, 1380, 1602, 1738, and 1897, so some authorities date the bridge
to the 14th century or earlier, while others prefer a rather later date. I am struck by its similarity in profile, overall
dimensions, and especially the unchamfered rib configuration, to Eamont Bridge, 26km to its north-west and that
structure seems securely dated to the early 15th century, so am most inclined to settle for c1400; at any rate the
bridge is marked on Saxton’s map of 1575. The bridge has been quite heavily patched and otherwise restored,
especially on the upstream face. The view below is from downstream, but access is fairly good all around.
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C50. Waterhouses Clapper Bridge crosses a
small tributary of the River Eden, in a hamlet
from which it takes its name, north-west of
Kirkby Stephen. It consists of 7 large slabs,
supported

by

single

upright

slabs.

The

spanning slabs are 0.5m wide and up to 2m in
length and the uprights average 0.75m in width
and 1m in height. The bridge does not look
either robust or easily negotiable, and it is hard to imagine its standing for more than 300 years, without regular
repair, but it illustrates one end of the spectrum of design for this type of bridge. I include it as a possible if rather
doubtful 17/18th century bridge.
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C51. Willy Goodwaller Bridge crosses Far
Easedale Gill, a feeder of the River Rothay,
2km north-west of Grassmere. The name
derives from a far-fetched tale that a previous
bridge here was supported during building by a
man of that name, rather than a wooden frame.
The bridge is of apparently crude construction
with unmatched voussoirs forming an arch
spanning 2.7m. The width is 3.2m, and as can
be seen in the photograph there are no
parapets. The bridge is dated by the usual
sources to the 17th century, and certainly conforms in style to others dated similarly in the county, though there is
no firm evidence. It may at one time have carried a track to a fulling mill, but is now isolated on private land.
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Note on Survival Rates.
In the information sheets, I make references to older bridges appearing on Saxton’s map of 1575. If a surviving
bridge is thought, on the basis of other evidence, to have been built in the 16 th century or earlier, appearance on
this map is useful confirmation that a bridge was there on the date in question. However, there is more to be
gleaned from Saxton’s extraordinary maps which cover most counties of England. I have counted 54 bridges in
Cumbria, on his map. Of them, it is my judgement that 6 still stand, at least in part, and are thus in my compendium,
only an 11% survival rate; a number at the low end of similar estimates which I have made for other areas of the
country. The low survival rates are a warning against drawing firm conclusions from examination of the bridges
which survive, as together they are no more than a good sized sample.
Otherwise, I have identified 10 standing bridges built before 1600 in Cumbria, which can be compared with 6 of
those still standing out of Saxton’s 54. So 4 bridges, over small streams and off the beaten track, stand which
were not included by Saxton for various reasons that can be imagined, and no doubt there are others in the
category which have since disappeared. I am not willing to try to quantify the number but it is sufficient to say that
there were perhaps over 60 bridges in Cumbria towards the end of the 16th century.
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